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Abstract
Background—Cocaine use during adolescence increases vulnerability to drug dependence and
decreases the likelihood that individuals will seek treatment as adults. Understanding how earlylife cocaine exposure influences decision-making processes in adulthood is thus critically
important.
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Methods—Adolescent or adult mice were exposed to subchronic cocaine, then behavioral
sensitivity to changes in the predictive relationship between actions and their consequences was
tested. Dendritic spines on the principal pyramidal neurons of the orbitofrontal prefrontal cortex
(oPFC) were also imaged and enumerated. To determine whether cytoskeletal regulatory systems
in the oPFC influenced decision-making strategies, we then inhibited the activity of Abl-family
and Rho kinases, as well as NR2B-containing NMDA receptors. We also attempted to block the
reinstatement of cocaine seeking in cocaine self-administering mice.
Results—Adult mice with a history of subchronic cocaine exposure in adolescence engaged
habit-based response strategies at the expense of goal-directed decision-making strategies and had
fewer dendritic spines in the oPFC. Inhibition of the cytoskeletal regulatory Abl-family kinases in
the oPFC recapitulated these neurobehavioral deficiencies, while Rho-kinase inhibition corrected
response strategies. Additionally, the NR2B-selective NMDA receptor antagonists ifenprodil and
CP-101,606 blocked cocaine-induced habits, and this was dependent on Abl-family signaling in
the oPFC. Ifenprodil also mitigated cue-induced reinstatement of cocaine seeking in mice selfadministering cocaine.
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Conclusions—We suggest that adolescent cocaine exposure confers a bias towards habit-based
behavior in adulthood via long-term cellular structural modifications in the oPFC. Treatments
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aimed at mitigating the durable consequences of early-life cocaine may benefit from targeting
cytoskeletal regulatory systems.
Keywords
OFC; orbital; incubation; ifenprodil; response-outcome; Abl2; Arg kinase

Introduction
Adolescent-onset cocaine abuse, relative to adult-onset abuse, increases vulnerability to
developing drug dependence and decreases the likelihood that individuals will seek
treatment across the lifespan(1,2). Understanding how early-life cocaine exposure influences
decision-making processes may inform novel treatment approaches, yet neurobiological
research into the long-term effects of adolescent drug exposure is limited.
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“Incubation” typically refers to progressive, time-dependent enhancements in drug craving
and is thought to contribute to the maintenance and persistence of addiction(3,4).
Progressive drug-induced modifications in decision-making processes may additionally
contribute to addiction etiology, however(5,6). E.g., a bias towards engaging stimulusresponse habits, at the expense of goal-oriented behavioral response strategies, is considered
an etiological factor in addiction(5,7). Accordingly, several groups have reported that a
history of chronic cocaine or amphetamine exposure induces “reward-seeking” habits in
adult rodents [reviewed(8)] Additionally, drug-induced deficits in reversal tasks appear to
incubate in tandem with cocaine-seeking behaviors(9).
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Here we trained mice to generate two distinct instrumental responses, then we decreased the
likelihood that one familiar response would be reinforced. Rodents that are “goal-directed”
will inhibit the behavior that is no longer likely to be rewarded, interpreted as evidence of
knowledge of the response-outcome relationship(10). Conversely, equivalent engagement of
both responses can reflect a habit-based deferral to familiar response patterns. This may
occur due to extensive response training(10) or a failure to learn, retain, or utilize new
response-outcome associations. We find that subchronic cocaine exposure in adolescence,
but not adulthood, causes failures in response-outcome conditioning, inducing inflexible,
habit-like behavior. This phenomenon incubates, emerging in adulthood.

Author Manuscript

The orbitofrontal prefrontal cortex (oPFC) becomes progressively hypoactive during
prolonged cocaine withdrawal in humans(11), and is essential to selecting actions based on
their outcomes(12,13). Adolescent cocaine exposure here reduced dendritic spine density in
the adult oPFC. Meanwhile, inhibition of Abl-family kinases, cytoskeletal regulatory factors
highly expressed in the PFC, recapitulated the effects of cocaine. These findings served as a
platform from which to develop intervention strategies to enhance new learning regarding
response-outcome relationships in cocaine-exposed mice. We suggest that treatments for
individuals first exposed to cocaine as adolescents [(by some estimates, 90% of the cocaineusing population(14)] might benefit from targeting learning and memory systems regulated
by cytoskeletal signaling factors, e.g., rather than the reinforcing properties of the drug.
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Methods
Subjects
Male C57BL/6 mice (Jackson Labs) or transgenic mice expressing thy1-driven Yellow
Fluorescent Protein (YFP)(15) and back-crossed onto a C57BL/6 background were used.
Mice were maintained on a 12-hour light cycle (0800 on), experimentally naïve, and
provided food and water ad libitum unless otherwise indicated. Procedures were Emory
University IACUC-approved.
Experimenter-administered cocaine, amphetamine
Cocaine (10 mg/kg), D-amphetamine (3 mg/kg), or saline was administered for 5
consecutive days (Sigma; i.p., 1 ml/100 g). Mice were then left undisturbed until
instrumental response training. See table 1 for the timing of injections and training.

Author Manuscript

Instrumental response training
Adult mice [≥postnatal day (P) 56] were food-restricted to ∼90% of their free-feeding body
weight. When adolescent (P36) mice were tested, feeding was merely titrated to allow for
typical weight gain according to Jackson Laboratory growth trajectories.

Author Manuscript

Mice were trained to nose poke for food reinforcers (20 mg grain-based Bio-Serv pellets) in
Med-Associates operant conditioning chambers equipped with 2 nose poke recesses and a
food magazine. Responding was reinforced using a fixed ratio 1 (FR1) schedule of
reinforcement in which 30 pellets were available for responding on the 2 distinct nose poke
recesses, resulting in 60 pellets/session (5 sessions). The sessions ended at 135 min or when
mice acquired all 60 pellets. In our final experiments (using co-administered ifenprodil and
STI-571, extended training, or CP-101-606), sessions were shortened to 70 min for
expediency.
For extended training experiments, mice were reinforced according to a random interval (RI)
30-sec schedule for 2 sessions after FR1 training. Then, an RI-60-sec schedule was used for
3 additional sessions.
Response-outcome contingency degradation

Author Manuscript

A modified version of response-outcome contingency degradation was used, as in our prior
reports (e.g.,16,17,13), and similar to(18): In a 25-min “non-degraded” session, one nose
poke aperture was occluded and responding on the other aperture was reinforced using an
FR1 schedule of reinforcement, as during training. In the 25-min “degraded” session, the
opposite aperture was occluded, and reinforcers were delivered into the magazine at a rate
matched to each animal's reinforcement rate from the previous session. Under these
conditions, only ∼7% of pellets are delivered (by chance) within 2 seconds following a
response(19). Thus, this response becomes significantly less predictive of reinforcement
than the other. These sessions, and which response-outcome contingency was “degraded,”
were counter-balanced.
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The following day, both apertures were available during a 10-min probe test conducted in
extinction. A “goal-directed” response strategy is to preferentially engage the response that
is likely to be reinforced, while a habit-based strategy is to engage both familiar responses
equivalently, irrespective of the likelihood of reinforcement(10).
In one experiment, mice were then re-trained to nose poke on both apertures using an FR1
schedule of reinforcement for 5 additional sessions, and the procedure was repeated.
Fasudil, ifenprodil, CP-101,606

Author Manuscript

Mice were administered fasudil (10 mg/kg, in saline; LC labs); ifenprodil (10 mg/kg, in
water; Tocris); CP-101,606 (3 mg/kg, in 20% DMSO+water; Sigma); or the corresponding
vehicle (i.p., 1 ml/100g). Doses were determined based on(17,20,21,22). CP-101,606 dosing
was also determined based on an attempt to match affinity for the NMDA receptor NR2B
subunit to the selected dose of ifenprodil, a less specific antagonist(23). The timing of
injections is described in table 1 and throughout the Results section.
Dendritic spine imaging and quantification, intracranial infusions, histology, cocaine selfadministration, and cardiovascular assessments were performed as described
[see(19,20);Supplementary Methods].
Statistical analyses

Author Manuscript

Response rates, dendritic spine measures, and cardiovascular metrics were compared by ttest or ANOVA with repeated measures and Tukey's post-hoc comparisons when
appropriate. When spine densities were normalized to saline control values, 1-sample t-tests
against 0 (no change) were also applied. Dendritic spine head diameters were compared by
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests. Values >2 standard deviations above the mean were
considered outliers and excluded. p<0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Author Manuscript

We aimed to identify whether adolescent mice are vulnerable to cocaine-induced
impairments in selecting actions based on their consequences. An overview of experiments
is in table 1. Mice were first exposed to cocaine from P31-35, early adolescence(20,24,25),
given that early-adolescent cocaine use greatly increases risk of later drug dependence in
humans(26). A group of preadolescent [P24-28(24)] cocaine-exposed mice served as a
comparison. Mice were then trained as P56 adults to respond on two distinct nose poke
recesses for food reinforcers. Throughout, response acquisition curves represent total
responses/minute, and mice acquired the responses with no differences between groups
(Fs<1;fig.1a; all others, fig.S1).
An important aspect of goal-directed decision making is selecting between actions that are
more, vs. less, likely to be reinforced with a desired outcome. Thus, we modified the
relationship between one response and the associated outcome by providing the reinforcer
associated with that response non-contingently (fig.S2). A goal-oriented response strategy
would be to preferentially generate the response that remains reinforced in a subsequent
probe test(10). Saline- and P24-28 cocaine-treated mice indeed preferentially performed this
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response. Mice exposed to cocaine from P31-35, however, failed to differentiate between the
responses [interaction F(2,26)=3.8,p=0.04] (fig.1b). Thus, cocaine exposure during early
adolescence weakened goal-directed action selection in adulthood.
This experiment was next replicated except mice received cocaine or amphetamine from
P31-35. Cocaine-exposed mice again responded indiscriminately [interaction
F(2,24)=6.8,p=0.02] (fig.1c). Unlike with cocaine, however, amphetamine-exposed mice
differentiated between actions that were more, vs. less, likely to be reinforced.

Author Manuscript

Some consequences of cocaine become apparent only after a drug washout period. We thus
also ascertained the effects of cocaine when mice were tested immediately following
adolescent exposure. Interestingly, a main effect of response selection indicated that all mice
preferentially generated the response most likely to be reinforced [F(1,16)=8.1,p<0.05] (fig.
1d). We next tested the effects of subchronic cocaine exposure in adulthood, from P56-60.
One and 3 weeks later, all mice adopted goal-oriented response strategies following
instrumental contingency degradation [main effects
F(1,16)=16.4,p<0.001;F(1,18)=20.2,p<0.001] (fig.1e-f). Thus, subchronic cocaine exposure
selectively in adolescence impairs goal-directed action selection, and this effect appears to
“incubate.”
Dendritic spines remodel following adolescent cocaine exposure

Author Manuscript

Dendritic spines on excitatory neurons in deep-layer oPFC were imaged in adulthood (P56)
following subchronic cocaine exposure in early adolescence (P31-35) or preadolescence
(P24-28). Spine density was reduced following P31-35 exposure [F(2,21)=4,p<0.05] (fig.1g).
Further, cocaine at both ages decreased head diameters, suggestive of an immature
phenotype (i.e., spines lacking a developed mushroom-like head; both K-S p<0.001)(fig.1h).
We have noted over the course of several unpublished studies that the average length of these
oPFC dendritic spines increases during adolescence, as also reported in hippocampal
CA1(27). We summarize those findings here [age F(3,77)=8.1,p<0.001] (fig.1i). Average
spine lengths in adult mice exposed to cocaine in adolescence were, however, shorter relative
to other groups [F(2,48)=3.9,p<0.03] (fig.1j), an adolescent-like morphology.
Recapitulation and blockade of cocaine-induced habits
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Are cellular structural abnormalities in the oPFC associated with failures in responseoutcome decision making? We trained naïve P56 mice to respond for food reinforcers
(fig.S1), then “degraded” the predictive relationship between one familiar response and its
outcome, as above. Immediately following, during the presumptive formation of new
memory, we infused into the oPFC saline or STI-571, an Abl-family kinase inhibitor that
destabilizes neural structure, e.g., via disinhibition of the RhoA GTPase (Rho)(fig.2a)(28).
Subsequently, saline-infused mice preferentially generated the response that was most likely
to be reinforced. STI-571-infused mice, by contrast, failed to differentiate between the
actions that were more, vs. less, likely to be reinforced and instead relied on familiar, habitlike response strategies [interaction F(1,16)=11.8,p<0.01] (fig.2b). Thus, Abl-family kinase
signaling appears to be essential to consolidating or retaining new information regarding the
predictive relationship between actions and their outcomes.
Biol Psychiatry. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 April 01.
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Dendritic spines were imaged and enumerated. As expected, STI-571 reduced dendritic
spine densities on excitatory deep-layer oPFC neurons. Spine deficiencies were selective to
dendrites within 150 μm of the infusion site, within the anatomical boundaries of the
ventrolateral oPFC [interaction F(3,94)=3.2,p<0.05] (fig.2c).
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We next attempted to block the effects of early-life cocaine exposure. We exposed mice to
saline or cocaine from P31-35, then trained mice to nose poke as P56 adults as above. We
again modified the predictive relationship between a response and its outcome, then
administered the Rho-kinase inhibitor fasudil, or the NR2B-selective NMDA receptor
(NMDAR) antagonist ifenprodil, immediately following training. Both drugs amplify Abl2
(also called Arg) kinase influence (fig.2d)(28,29). As expected, control mice subsequently
preferentially generated the response that was most likely to be reinforced, while cocaineexposed mice treated with vehicle did not differentiate between the two responses. Both
fasudil and ifenprodil induced goal-directed response selection in cocaine-exposed mice
[interaction F(2,54)=4.6,p=0.01] (fig.2e). Together, these findings indicate that responseoutcome conditioning can be bi-directionally regulated to mimic or block cocaine-induced
deficiencies.
Fasudil acts rapidly, with a terminal elimination half-life of <1 hour(30). It is also, at certain
doses, a potent vasodilator. To assess cardiovascular function, we administered fasudil to
naïve mice bearing indwelling telemeters that measure arterial blood pressure and heart rate.
Neither were affected, suggesting that fasudil's actions were not associated with vascular
changes (fig.S3).
Effects of ifenprodil in the oPFC

Author Manuscript

Ifenprodil has reported protective benefits in animal models of alcohol(31), heroin(32), and
nicotine(33) relapse. Thus, we focused the rest of our studies on this compound. First, we
examined whether acute ifenprodil impacts oPFC dendritic spines. As above, mice were
exposed to cocaine from P31-35, tested in a response-outcome contingency degradation task
in adulthood, and administered ifenprodil immediately following training. Cocaine exposure
reduced dendritic spine density and length as expected, and ifenprodil mitigated both
deficiencies [density F(2,100)=4.5,p=0.013] [also, 1-sample t-test against 0 (no change): for
cocaine t(31)=-2.5,p=0.018; for ifenprodil+cocaine p=0.27] (fig.2f)(for lengths, see fig.S4).
We focused on terminal dendritic branches, considered quite labile and thus potentially
sensitive to acute drug treatments, such as ifenprodil here. This experiment thus extends our
initial findings that developmental cocaine reduces spine densities within 50-150 μm of the
cell soma (fig.1), providing evidence of widespread spine loss.
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Next, we assessed whether the habit-blocking effects of ifenprodil were dependent on Ablfamily signaling in the oPFC. We exposed mice to cocaine during adolescence, then trained
them to respond for food reinforcers. As expected, mice exposed to cocaine in adolescence
and then treated with saline developed habit-based behaviors, while ifenprodil restored goaldirected response preference. Simultaneous infusion of the Abl-family kinase inhibitor
STI-571 in the oPFC (fig.2g), however, occluded the effects of ifenprodil, indicating that the
habit-blocking effects of ifenprodil require intact Abl-family signaling in the oPFC
[interaction F(1,57)=4.3,p=0.04] (fig.2h).
Biol Psychiatry. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 April 01.
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We utilized a 2×2×2 experimental design, leading to the unexpected discovery that mice
exposed to cocaine+STI-571 developed goal-directed response preferences (fig.2h). In
addition to Abl-family kinases, STI-571 inhibits c-Kit and PDGF receptors(34). These offtarget actions may contribute to this unexpected blockade of cocaine-induced habits.
Our findings raise the possibility that ifenprodil could also block habits that develop under
more naturalistic circumstances. We extensively trained intact mice to induce habits by
virtue of prolonged response training (fig.S1). Ifenprodil was injected immediately
following a session when the likelihood of reinforcement was diminished. Subsequently,
ifenprodil-treated mice preferentially engaged the response that was most likely to be
reinforced, while vehicle-treated mice engaged both responses equally, habitually
[interaction F(1,10)=10.4,p=0.009] (fig.2i). Thus, ifenprodil can block habit-based behavior
induced by either cocaine or extended training.
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If ifenprodil is acting on response-outcome memory formation, delayed injection should
have no effects since memory consolidation is thought to occur within a narrow time
window following a learning event. In a separate group of trained mice, we delayed
ifenprodil treatment by 4 hours. In this case, all mice displayed habitual response strategies,
suggesting that ifenprodil acts, at least in part, via memory formation processes to enable
subsequent response flexibility [effect of response F(1,16)=1.7,p=0.2; interaction F<1] (fig.
2j).
Blockade of cocaine-induced inflexibility with CP-101,606
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Ifenprodil is highly active at NMDAR NR2B, but it also has off-target effects. Thus, we
tested separate mice using the more selective NMDAR NR2B antagonist,
CP-101,606.Following response-outcome contingency degradation, control mice
preferentially generated the response that was most likely to be reinforced, whereas mice
exposed to cocaine in adolescence did not differentiate between two familiar responses, as
expected. Like ifenprodil,CP-101,606 induced goal-directed action in cocaine-exposed mice
[interaction F(1,40)=4.8,p<0.05] (fig.3a).
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Are cocaine-exposed mice incapable of, or delayed in, developing goal-directed response
strategies? We re-trained the same mice for 5 additional sessions using an FR1 schedule of
reinforcement that would be expected to bias responding towards outcome-sensitive
response strategies. All groups subsequently preferentially generated the response that was
most likely to be reinforced following instrumental contingency degradation [response
F(1,40)=34.1,p<0.001] (fig.3b). Thus, adolescent cocaine exposure impairs response-outcome
conditioning, causing a deferral to familiar behavioral patterns, as opposed to accelerating
habit formation per se.
Ifenprodil reduces cue-induced reinstatement of cocaine seeking
Lastly, we assessed whether pairing ifenprodil with another form of outcome-based
conditioning could mitigate relapse-like behavior (fig.4a). Young-adult mice were trained to
self-administer cocaine via in-dwelling jugular catheters. A main effect of response
indicated that mice responded preferentially on the active vs. inactive apertures
[F(1,14)=9.9,p=0.007], with no differences between mice designated to receive vehicle vs.
Biol Psychiatry. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 April 01.
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ifenprodil (F<1)(fig.4b). Mice also required the same amount of training to develop stable
response patterns [t(13)=-0.7,p=0.5] (fig.4c) and acquired the same number of total cocaine
infusions (not shown).
We then extinguished responding by withholding the cocaine reinforcer, and immediately
following each training session, injected ifenprodil. Ifenprodil had no effects on response
extinction (Fs<1)(fig.4d). Following the re-introduction of cocaine-associated cues, however,
ifenprodil-treated mice generated significantly fewer responses on the cocaine-associated
aperture [interaction F(1,14)=8.8,p=0.01] (fig.4e;S5). Together, these findings suggest that
ifenprodil inhibits both cocaine-induced behavioral inflexibility and relapse-like behavior by
augmenting response-outcome learning and memory.

Discussion
Author Manuscript

In cocaine-abusing humans, cocaine craving can progressively increase during periods of
drug abstinence, and it can remain high for extended periods(35). Analogous “incubation”
phenomena are reported in cocaine-exposed rodents, in which drug-seeking behaviors
persist, and are augmented, following cocaine self-administration(3,4). Here we focused on
the drug-induced development of so-called “reward-seeking” habits. We found that
adolescent mice are more vulnerable to developing cocaine-induced habit-like behavior than
adults. These vulnerabilities represent failures in response-outcome conditioning, resulting
in a deferral to familiar behavioral patterns, and they incubate. Further, dendritic spines on
excitatory deep-layer oPFC pyramidal neurons are lost. Habits are inducible by inhibiting
Abl-family kinase signaling in the oPFC and obstructed using strategies that augment Abl2
signaling.

Author Manuscript

Neuroplasticity in multiple brain regions, including the oPFC, is implicated in the incubation
of drug-seeking behaviors(36). Further, a history of psychostimulant exposure eliminates
dendrites and dendritic spines on excitatory neurons in this region(20,37-41). Here we
replicate prior findings that subchronic cocaine exposure during adolescence reduces oPFC
spine counts in adulthood(20). We further characterize the morphology of remaining spines,
revealing that they are, as a population, shorter, and head diameters are smaller, suggesting
an overexpression of stubby-type spines, as opposed to motile thin-type, or mature
mushroom-type, spines.

Author Manuscript

In a previous study using adolescent mice, cocaine was administered during adolescence,
then a cocaine “challenge” was given prior to euthanasia in adulthood(20). This challenge
was absent here, and spine densities were nonetheless reduced, indicating that spine loss can
be attributed to early-life drug exposure alone. Remaining spine heads were overall larger in
the prior report utilizing a “challenge” injection, but smaller here; thus, previously-reported
shifts in head size may be a metaplastic response to cocaine following adolescent exposure.
The same population of dendritic spines in mice deficient in the cytoskeletal regulatory
protein Abl2 fail to react to cocaine, and these mice rapidly develop cocaine-induced
locomotor sensitization and reversal learning deficits(20,42). Together, these findings
suggest that cocaine-induced metaplastic spine head enlargement may be protective,
strengthening existing oPFC synapses. Indeed, in female mice, a larger population of large-
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head spines is associated with resilience to cocaine-induced habits(43), parsimonious with a
general model in which cocaine-induced degeneration in oPFC plasticity contributes to
failures in impulse control in addiction(6,7,8,11).
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Stimulation of cytoskeletal regulatory factors such as Abl2 kinase can grow or stabilize
neural structure by blocking RhoA GTPase signaling, a contractile force on the actin
cytoskeleton(28). Accordingly, STI-571, an anti-cancer drug that inhibits Abl-family kinases
(c-Abl and Abl2), increases actomyosin contractility and reduces actin polymerization-based
protrusion(28,34). oPFC-targeted STI-571 infusion here mimicked the behavioral effects of
cocaine, suggesting that destabilizing oPFC dendritic structures could be a mechanism by
which cocaine biases decision-making strategies towards stimulus-elicited habits. Notably,
cocaine- and STI-571-exposed mice also routinely responded less overall. Habit-based
behaviors are stimulus- rather than goal-driven; thus, absence of the anticipated reinforcer
during the probe test likely energizes responding in typical mice (an “extinction burst”), but
not mice insensitive to response-outcome contingency. Also, depressed response rates are
often generally observed with oPFC damage(44).
Blockade of cocaine-induced habits

Author Manuscript

Abl2 influence can be amplified by pharmacologically inhibiting the RhoA substrate Rhokinase(28), or by silencing NR2B-containing NMDARs, anchoring the Abl2 substrate
cortactin in dendritic spines(29). We discovered that both Rho-kinase and NMDAR NR2B
inhibition, via fasudil and ifenprodil respectively, rescued action selection strategies
following cocaine, strengthening new learning regarding the predictive relationship between
actions and their outcomes. The more selective NR2B antagonist CP-101,606 recapitulated
these effects, suggesting that ifenprodil acts by inhibiting NR2B-containing NMDARs,
rather than via off-target influences, e.g., the α1-adrenergic receptor(45). CP-101,606 may
have hallucinogenic properties, however(46), potentially making it a poor candidate for use
as a therapeutic adjunct in treating drug use disorders.
Ifenprodil regulates other cocaine-mediated behaviors, reducing cocaine-induced
psychomotor sensitization and convulsion in adolescent and adult rodents(47,20). It also
decreases neural excitability in the ventral tegmental area after cocaine(48). oPFC-targeted
infusions of STI-571 blocked the effects of systemic ifenprodil treatment here, indicating
that the inhibition of cocaine-induced behavioral inflexibility by ifenprodil requires intact
Abl-family signaling in the oPFC. Thus, ifenprodil appears to impact multiple cortico-mesolimbic regions implicated in addiction, mitigating behavioral vulnerabilities to cocaine.

Author Manuscript

While adolescent cocaine exposure potently regulated outcome-based decision making,
subchronic exposure to amphetamine had no effects. In another report, amphetamine
exposure from P21-35 increased dendritic spine density on deep-layer medial prefrontal
cortical (mPFC) neurons(49), but only transiently, unlike with cocaine here. We used a
higher dose; nonetheless, we identified no durable behavioral consequences, reminiscent of
this (lack of) spine change(49). Another possible factor is that cocaine inhibits the reuptake
of serotonin, while the effects of amphetamine are weak(50). The suppressive effects of
cocaine on adolescent play behavior have been attributed, in part, to actions on serotonin
systems(51). Thus, cocaine-induced modifications to serotonin signaling may also contribute
Biol Psychiatry. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2018 April 01.
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to behavioral inflexibility following adolescent cocaine exposure. Finally, it is also possible
that other doses of amphetamine could induce habit biases.
Ifenprodil reduces cue-induced cocaine seeking

Author Manuscript

We extended our investigation to the cue-induced reinstatement of cocaine seeking, an
animal model of relapse. We used young-adult, rather than adolescent, mice selfadministering cocaine, motivated by evidence that cocaine self-administration in adulthood
decreases dendritic spine density in the mature oPFC(41), recapitulating the sustained effects
of subchronic cocaine exposure during adolescence [fig.1,2,(20)]. Additionally, placing
intravenous catheters in adolescent mice poses considerable technical challenges. As in the
reinstatement of alcohol-, nicotine-, and heroin-seeking behaviors(31,32,33), ifenprodil
reduced cue-induced cocaine seeking. A key methodological difference, though, is that we
paired ifenprodil with extinction training, rather than the reinstatement test, in order to
model intervention strategies in which a pharmacological compound might be paired with
behavioral therapy. Mice were tested in the reinstatement test drug-free, and a history of
ifenprodil buffered against the reinstatement of cocaine seeking.

Author Manuscript

Interestingly, ifenprodil did not impact response extinction, even though it reduced
reinstatement behavior. This phenomenon is not unprecedented: Extinction training
following cocaine self-administration inhibits long-term depression (LTD) in the nucleus
accumbens core(52). This plasticity reduces cue-induced reinstatement, but does not impact
extinction conditioning itself – as with ifenprodil treatment here. Notably, however,
ifenprodil impairs the extinction of conditioned fear(53), and infusions into the infralimbic
cortex interfere with the extinction of cocaine-conditioned place preference (CPP)(54).
Ifenprodil and other NR2B-selective antagonists preferentially inactivate NMDARs
containing two N2RB subunits, largely sparing heterotrimers containing one NR2A and one
NR2B subunit(55). Accordingly, ifenprodil is primarily active at extrasynaptic sites in the
cerebral cortex, a primary source of LTD, such that NR2B-selective NMDAR antagonists
can decrease LTD(56,57,58). Ifenprodil could therefore have different influences in different
brain regions, and also on different forms of conditioning (e.g., stimulus-outcome as in CPP,
vs. response-outcome here).
Combatting cocaine-induced behavioral vulnerabilities
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Throughout the majority of these experiments, infusions and injections were delivered
immediately following response-outcome contingency degradation, during a period when
mice should be forming new memories — that a familiar behavior is no longer reinforced
with a desired outcome. In both rats and non-human primates, temporary inactivation of the
basolateral amygdala (BLA) during reinforcer devaluation – another commonly-used assay
of goal-directed (vs. habit-based) decision making – interferes with subsequent decision
making(59,60). Additionally, BLA inactivation attenuates the coding properties of oPFC
neurons(61), and BLA projections terminate in deep-layer oPFC(62), where spines were lost
following cocaine [fig. 1,2,(20)]. Thus, the consolidation or retention of certain forms of
outcome-based learning and memory could require BLA→oPFC plasticity, enabling the
subsequent expression of goal-directed response selection.
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In sum, cocaine-induced dendritic spine loss in the oPFC could weaken sensitivity to BLA
inputs, weakening new learning regarding behaviors and their consequences.
Simultaneously, plasticity within a BLA→mPFC circuit may strengthen due to cocaineinduced dendritic spine proliferation in the mPFC [reviewed(8), but see(41)]. Increased
plasticity here would be expected to facilitate the reinstatement of cocaine-reinforced
responding following extinction(63). These biases would together retard the development of
new behavioral patterns in cocaine-abusing individuals seeking to develop and maintain a
drug-abstinent lifestyle. Pharmacological inhibition of Rho-kinase (by fasudil) could correct
these deficiencies by structurally stabilizing oPFC synapses and possibly also dendrites(64),
simplified following developmental cocaine(40). Ifenprodil may do the same by mitigating
cocaine-induced reductions in dendritic spine density and enabling new learning, as here.
Ifenprodil could also normalize NR2B-mediated signaling in the mPFC, where cocaine
increases NR2B levels(65). A better understanding of the circuit-level consequences of
ifenprodil could lead to novel treatment approaches to drug abuse. Further insights could
also be gained from understanding apparent behavioral resiliencies in amphetamine-exposed
mice here and those exposed to cocaine from P24-28, a preadolescent period when dendritic
spines in the oPFC typically proliferate(20). For example, cocaine may induce a molecular
milieu that favors dendritic spine elimination rather than stabilization, and these influences
could be mitigated during developmental periods when dendritic spines are innately
proliferating (preceding adolescence), but exaggerated when they are pruning (during
adolescence).
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Figure 1. Mice exposed to cocaine as adolescents are insensitive to changes in response-outcome
contingencies as adults, and oPFC dendritic spines are modified
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(a) We exposed mice to cocaine from P24-28 (preadolescence) or P31-35 (early
adolescence). We then trained mice to generate 2 nose poke responses for food reinforcers as
adults. Response acquisition curves represent both responses/min, and there were no side
biases throughout. (b) Mice with a history of early-adolescent cocaine exposure were later
unable to differentiate between responses that were likely, vs. unlikely, to be reinforced
(“non-degraded” vs. “degraded”). Instead, these mice engaged two familiar responses
equally. (c) Amphetamine administered from P31-35 did not induce this behavioral
inflexibility. (d) Separate adolescent mice were exposed to cocaine, then tested without a
drug washout period. A main effect of the response choice indicated that these mice could
differentiate between the responses that were more, vs. less, likely to be reinforced in a goaldirected manner. (e) Subchronic cocaine exposure in adult mice also did not impact
instrumental response selection, including (f) when mice were given a drug washout period
(as in adolescent mice). (g) Dendritic spines on pyramidal neurons in deep-layer oPFC were
imaged in adult mice previously exposed to cocaine from P24-28 or P31-35. Density was
reduced following P31-35 exposure. (h) Cocaine shifted dendritic spine head diameter
cumulative density curves leftward, indicating that dendritic spine heads were also generally
smaller in adult mice with a history of cocaine exposure, regardless of age of exposure.
Average diameters are inset. (i) Average dendritic spine length increases in the oPFC during
adolescent development, however (j) dendritic spines in mature mice with a history of
adolescent (P31-35) cocaine exposure were shorter. Representative dendrites are below.
Scale bar=10 μm. Means+SEMs,*p<0.05,**p<0.001. Group sizes are indicated.
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Figure 2. Bidirectional regulation of goal-directed action
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(a) We trained mice to respond for food reinforcers (fig.S1), then infused into the oPFC
STI-571 following instrumental contingency degradation. Infusion sites are represented on
images from the Mouse Brain Library (67). (b) STI-571 caused an inability to select
between actions that were likely, vs. unlikely, to be reinforced (“non-degraded” vs.
“degraded”). (c) Dendritic spine densities were reduced within 150 μm of the infusion sites.
Representative dendrites are adjacent. (d) Abl2 activity is enriched by inhibiting NR2Bcontaining NMDARs, blocking cortactin from being trafficked from the spine. The
inhibition of Rho-kinase also amplifies Abl2 influence (see 28,29). These events can be
induced pharmacologically by ifenprodil and fasudil, respectively, ultimately stabilizing
neural structure. (e) Both ifenprodil and fasudil blocked cocaine-induced behavioral
inflexibility, indicated by a preference for the response that was more, vs. less, likely to be
reinforced. (f) We focused the rest of our report on ifenprodil, revealing that ifenprodil
mitigated cocaine-induced reductions in dendritic spine density in the oPFC (0 represents no
change from control). Inset: An oPFC neuron with distal branches highlighted and
representative spines. (g-h) Further, STI-571 infusions occluded the effects of ifenprodil in
enriching goal-directed action selection following adolescent cocaine exposure. Infusion
sites are represented on images from the Mouse Brain Library (67). (i) Separate, drug-naïve
mice were trained extensively to nose poke for food reinforcers (fig.S1). Subsequently,
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control mice developed habit-based response strategies, as expected. Ifenprodil restored
goal-directed response selection. (j) When ifenprodil treatment was delayed 4 hours
following instrumental contingency degradation, it had no effect. Means+SEMs,
*p<0.05,**p<0.001. Group sizes are indicated; numbers within parentheses refer to the
number of dendrites sampled.
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Figure 3. The NMDAR NR2B-selective antagonist CP-101,606 occludes cocaine-induced
behavioral inflexibility

(a) Mice were trained to respond for food reinforcers, with no differences between groups
(fig.S1). Mice with a history of cocaine exposure subsequently failed to differentiate
between responses that were likely, vs. unlikely, to be reinforced, as expected. CP-101,606
(“CP”) blocked these deficiencies. (b) With additional testing, cocaine-exposed mice were
ultimately able to differentiate between responses, indicating that cocaine delays, but does
not fully block, the development and expression of goal-directed response strategies. Means
+SEMs, *p<0.05 following interactions. Group sizes are indicated.
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Figure 4. Ifenprodil reduces the cue-induced reinstatement of cocaine seeking
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(a) Experimental timeline. (b) Cocaine-reinforced response rates during the response
acquisition phase did not differ between mice that would ultimately be treated with vehicle
vs. ifenprodil. (c) Mice required the same amount of training to develop stable response
rates, regardless of whether they would or would not be ultimately treated with ifenprodil.
(d) Further, ifenprodil treatment immediately following each extinction training session
(arrows) had no effects on response extinction. (e) Nonetheless, ifenprodil reduced cocaineseeking behaviors when mice were primed with cocaine-associated cues in a reinstatement
test. Ifenprodil-treated mice responded less on the previously active aperture than vehicletreated mice, and additionally, their responding on the active aperture did not significantly
differ from responding on the inactive apertures (p=0.086 between apertures in ifenprodil
mice; p<0.001 for the same comparison in vehicle-treated mice). Ifenprodil was not onboard at this time. Means+SEMs, *p<0.05. Group sizes are indicated.
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Age of cocaine exposure

Figure

Group

vehicle or ifenprodil
vehicle or fasudil

∼P70

vehicle or CP-101,606

vehicle or ifenprodil

vehicle or ifenprodil

vehicle or ifenprodil/intracranial
vehicle or STI-571

vehicle or ifenprodil

vehicle, ifenprodil or fasudil

intracranial vehicle or STI-571

Injections/infusions other than
cocaine

P56

P56

P56

P56

P56

P56

P56

P56

n/a

n/a

n/a

P81

P67

P36

P56

P56

P56

Age of behavioral
testing

immediately before test

Immediately post-extinction training

immediately post-training

4 hours post-training; timing adapted from
(66)

immediately post-training

immediately post-training

immediately post-training

immediately post-training

immediately post-training

Timing of injections

∼P70 → histology

∼P64 → image dendritic spines

∼P70 → histology; image dendritic
spines

P21, 24, 31, and 56 → image
dendritic spines

P56 → image dendritic spines

P56 → image dendritic spines

Age of euthanasia & post-mortem
procedure

The timing of experimental events is indicated. “P” refers to postnatal day. Injections were systemic unless otherwise noted. “Training” refers to the
conditioning session in which a familiar response-outcome contingency was violated, except in the final main text experiment, in which we are referring
to extinction training sessions.
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